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INTRODUCTION
The measurements of excitation functions of proton, deuteron and alpha induced nuclear reactions on platinum is motivated by the determination of the possible impurities during investigations of excitation functions of noble metal targets (Pt, Au, Ir) [1, 2] . It was supported further by our wear studies on samples containing a significant Pt component (   195   Au and 196 Au markers) [3] . Knowledge of the excitation functions has a significance for production of the medically relevant radioisotopes ( 198 Au, 199 Au, 191 Pt, 193m Pt, 195m Pt). Activation data are required furthermore for accelerator and target technology and for dose calculations. Production cross-sections and isomeric ratios have their importance for knowledge about reaction mechanisms. In a literature search practically no earlier experimental activation cross-section data were found.
EXPERIMENTAL
The excitation functions on platinum have been measured by using a standard stacked foil irradiation method and high-resolution gamma-ray spectroscopy. Thin Pt foils with natural isotopic composition were stacked with Al, Cu and Ti monitor foils and irradiated at the cyclotrons of the Tohoku University (proton, deuteron) and of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (proton, deuteron and alpha). Several stacks were irradiated, covering overlapping energy ranges for the Pt targets. The large number of monitor foils makes possible to follow the beam intensity and the energy degradation along the whole stack via the monitor reactions collected in Table 1 . Direct and cumulative crosssections were calculated from the parameters of the bombarding beam, from the target characteristics and from the corresponding decay data. The data evaluation was iterative. A few complicated cases were addressed, due to the complex spectra and to the lack of complete information on the time behavior of the decay. As a result: experimental cross-sections, integral yields and activation curves were obtained.
The used experimental and data evaluation methods are described in more details in our recent publications [1, 2, 4] . 191,192,193,194,195,196m,g,196m2,198g Au, 192,193,194,195,196m,196 Au,
Pt, 193m,193g,195m,195g,197m,197g,199m Hg, nat Pt(α,x) 194,195g,196m,196g,198m,198g,199,200m,200g Au,
Pt nat Cu(α,x) 66,67 Ga, 65 Zn
THEORETICAL CALCULATION
The theoretical calculations were carried out by using the ALICE-IPPE code [5] to see the general tendencies of the excitation functions and the weight of different contributions.
This code is based on ALICE-91 [6] modified by the Obninsk group. The original ALICE code was developed by Blann on the basis of equilibrium and pre-equilibrium reaction mechanisms. The calculations were done with an a priori parameter set, without any adjustment for individual reaction channels.
EXCITATION FUNCTIONS
The investigated reactions and the covered energy range are collected in Table 1 . Additionally, to investigate production yields of long lived radionuclides at higher energies, an additional irradiation was performed very recently up to 40 MeV deuterons.
Based on the new results cross sections and yields for production of the medically relevant 198 [7] . The results and the detailed discussions on other investigated proton and deuteron induced reactions will appear soon [8, 9] . The data evaluation for alpha induced reactions has been completed, and the detailed results will be published separately.
A comparison of the ALICE-IPPE calculations with the experimental data shows that this modified code describes well the threshold reactions at low energies practically for all used bombarding particles.
INTEGRAL YIELDS
In different practical applications, often either the knowledge of the total produced activity or the distribution of that activity as a function of depth, bombarding energy and target thickness are more convenient to use than the microscopic cross-section data. The integral yields for the investigated reaction products for metal platinum target were calculated by using our fitted experimental cross-section data. Pd reactions obtained through the X-ray analysis and measurement of the weak 345 keV gamma line that could not be explained by nuclear reactions on a possible Pt content of the targets used. The measured excitation functions could be effectively used to estimate contributions from contaminating Pt in the case of irradiation of noble metals.
APPLICATIONS
Considering the production of medically relevant radioisotopes it can be concluded from the measured cross-sections that the proton induced reaction on highly enriched 198 Pt produces high purity and carrier free 198g Au if the bombarding energy is kept below the threshold of the 198 Pt(p,3n) 196 Au reaction (E thr = 15.8 MeV). The maximum thick target yield is about 1.2 GBq/C (118 µCi/µAh) for 16 MeV incident proton energy. As it was discussed in detail in our report [7] Pt at EOB can be obtained [9] .
By searching proper tracers for wear measurements of materials having significant Pt content it was found that by using traditional light charged bombarding beams (p, d, α, 196 Au out of all radioactive Hg, Au and Pt reaction products, have proper decay characteristics and production rates for thin layer activation technique. Proton and deuteron induced nuclear reactions offer good possibilities for production of these two radioisotopes. A comparison between the production cross-sections for those two incident particle beams shows the following parameters for the maximum cross-sections; 196 Au: protons (12 MeV, 20 mb and 25 MeV, 100 mb), deuterons (14 MeV, 150 mb). The cross sections for production of these two products by alpha-induced reaction in the investigated energy range are small. The yields for the proton-induced reactions are certainly higher (Fig. 1) . The excitation function of deuteron induced reactions for production of 195 Au has a plateau around 15-20 MeV, which results in an opportunity to produce uniform radioactive layers near the surface.
As platinum is an important component of alloys, of catalysts and of minor small parts used in several electronic devices, in thermometers, in accelerator technology (collimators, target backings) etc., the measured data could be useful for all these applications. The production yields for longer lived products calculated from the measured excitation functions are shown in Figs. 1-3 . 
CONCLUSIONS
Excitation functions determined recently in our investigations are the first experimental activation cross-sections for proton, deuteron and alpha particle induced nuclear reactions on platinum. The reliability of the data is guaranteed by using the relative method with re-measurement of monitor excitation functions.
Results of the theoretical calculations obtained using the ALICE-IPPE code, describe acceptable well the shape and absolute values of different excitation functions. In case of the (d,pxn) reactions the description is not satisfactory, which can probably be explained by the missing stripping process in the model code.
For different applications first of all, the production data of the proton and deuteron induced reaction have interest.
